Total Body Modification’s Vital Scan
(updated 8 October 2014)

Once all of the seven (7) TBM Basic Exams (Modules 1&2) have been conducted with the patient, we recommend each TBM session begin with testing the following before Mening any symptoms. Work diligently with your patient until they routinely test negative for each Vital Scan element.

HIGH THYMUS (Module 2)
With the second and third digits flexed beneath a flexed first digit, contact the Thymus with the fifth and the Parathyroid, or as close as you can get to it, with the fourth. Test any intact muscle. If positive, test and, if necessary, correct Drain, Poison and Toxicity. Then test and correct Category IV. Retest High Thymus. If still positive, then conclude visit (conversation and Need & Use are still available). If negative, then proceed.

AUTONOMIC RECOVERY & IMPLEMENTATION ASSESSMENT (Module 1)
Ask aloud, “Has the Autonomic Recovery and Implementation Assessment form been completed with full integrity?” If you get a “no,” ask the patient which question(s) were not answered with full integrity. Correct answers until you get a “yes.”

CORE BELIEF (Module 5)
Patient repeats aloud, “I AM <Core Falsehood>.” Test any intact muscle.
Patient repeats aloud, “I AM <Core Truth>.” Test any intact muscle.

Note: Use “Evil” as Core Falsehood and “Pure Love” as Core Truth if you have not yet performed the Core Antidote procedure on your patient. If you get a strong muscle with “Evil” and a weak muscle with “Pure Love”, Core Antidote and/or Core Truth Coaching is required.

PROTECTION (Module 4)
Ask aloud, “Is this Body fully Protected?” Test any intact muscle. If “No,” ask if TBM Protection will restore full protection to the patient. If “Yes,” ask how frequently it is needed. If “No,” also ask what other steps need to be taken to establish full protection. Have the patient complete the Protection procedure until you get a “Yes” when asking “Is this Body fully protected” before proceeding with the remaining Vital Scan.

Note: It is insightful to ask to what degree, by percentage, the body is protected. TBM Protection patient instructions are available in Free Resources at www.tbmseminars.com.

GRIZZLY BEAR (Module 2)
Provider asks aloud, “Does this Body need Grizzly Bear?” Test any intact muscle.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEM (Module 2)
Back of the hand on top of the head. Test any intact muscle.
Using the back of the hand, flip flop back-and-forth to the palm continually and test any intact muscle.
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BASIC EMOTION (Module 2)
Place hand across forehead. Test any intact muscle. If positive, correct, then ask the patient what situation overwhelmed their emotional resilience since you previously tested Basic Emotion. Once they inform you, ask the body to confirm. Once you get a “yes” confirmation, ask “Finished with Emotion?” If you get a “no,” then Menu until “Finished.” This will reveal, and allow you to correct, the underlying cause of the instance of the failed emotional resilience.

PROTEIN UTILIZATION (Module 1)
Pinch hair near the scalp. Test any intact muscle.

SUGAR POISONING (Module 2)
3 fingers, 1” apart, sagittal orientation on the right AC joint. Test any intact muscle.

CALCIUM (Module 1)
1 inch lateral to clavicular head in the clavicular fossa on left side of body. Test any intact muscle. If positive, ask if it is “insufficient calcium intake?, unusable form of calcium?, Calcium Utilization?, hypochlorhydria?, etc...” Then address the item that gave you a “yes.”

2-POINT ENERGY (Module 2)
Flick the left mid-axillary line at level of the 7th rib interspace followed by brushing backward across either ear. Test any intact muscle.

RIB TORQUE (Module 1)
Palpate the lower edge of the rib cage bilaterally and look for headward-footward distortion of the total rib cage. With five finger tips, do a clockwise (or counterclockwise) rotation on the manubrium. Test any intact muscle. If positive, correct Rib Torque, Thoracics and Diaphragmatic Spasm.

DEHYDRATION (Module 2)
Test Psoas muscle, either side, by raising the leg 45 degrees and point the toes and turn slightly out. Push down and out to test. IF weak, test and correct, as needed, Water Metabolism, Body Fluids and Water Utilization (Mod 1).

HYPOGLYCEMIA (Module 1)
Right knee bent, left leg extended at level of left knee. Push the raised leg toward the table.

HYPERGLYCEMIA (Module 1)
Left knee bent, right leg extended at level of left knee. Push the raised leg toward the table.

If any of the above tests positive, ask if “Finished” with that section before proceeding to the next (eg “Finished with Emotions?, “Finished with Energy Circuits?”). If “No,” Menu (Module 2) until you get a “Yes.”

Upon completion of the entire Vital Scan, ask “Finished with Vital Scan?” If “No,” rescan to locate corrections needed. There are frequently 60/40s between the different components of the Vital Scan.
You may also get a “No” if one of the tests gave you a false negative due to Hidden or another Cover-Up. Once you get a “Yes,” Menu your patient’s symptom(s).

Remember to always finish with Drain (Modules 2 & 3), Poison, Toxicity and Category IV (Module 1).